
Abraham motivated for Murray
challenge
San Diego, CA – November, 18 2015 –.Arthur Abraham (43-4, 29
KOs) aims to extend his domination of the 168 lbs division
with  a  victory  over  Martin  Murray  (32-2-1,  15  KOs)  This
Saturday, November 21, live on AWE–A WEALTH OF ENTERTAINMENT

The  fight  will  be  part  of  a  split-site  championship
doubleheader  that  will  also  pit  WBA  Lightweight  champion
Darleys Perez defending his title against Anthony Crolla from
Manchester, England beginning at 3 PM ET / 12 Noon PT

The 35 year-old has rolled back the years with impressive
performances against
Nikola  Sjekloca,  Paul  Smith  and  Robert  Stieglitz  since
reclaiming  his  WBO  World  title  in  March  2014,  and  as  he
prepares for a fifth successive defence, ‘King Arthur’ reveals
his reasons for selecting the British boxer as a voluntary
challenger.

”At this stage of my career, I don’t want to fight any easy
opponents,” says Abraham. ”I need fights that will motivate
me, and that is why we chose Murray.

”He has challenged for World titles before and against Sturm,
Martinez and especially Golovkin he has already boxed three
World-class opponents. I know this is a dangerous fight and
that has given me the motivation I need.”

If further motivation is needed, it comes from the Champion’s
desire to unify the super middleweight division before calling
time on his already illustrious career.

”When I first started boxing my dream was to become World
Champion,” said Abraham. ”I achieved this in 2005, winning the
IBF middleweight title and then defended it ten times before
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moving up to super middleweight and becoming a two-weight
World Champion.

”Now, my dream is to unify the division. I believe this would
be my greatest achievement in this sport and that is what
still drives me on as a boxer.”

In order to keep this dream alive, Abraham knows he must
overcome  the  ‘tough’  challenger  Murray  when  the  super
middleweights  collide  in  Hannover.

”If I lose this fight, my dream will be shattered,” explains
the boxer from Berlin. ”I cannot not let this happen. It will
be a tough fight, but in my current condition, Murray can’t
hold a candle to me, and on Saturday night, there will be only
one outcome!”

Boxing fans can enjoy this amazing card on AWE available on
AT&T U-Verse, ch 147 and 1147 in HD, Verizon FiOS TV, ch 169
and 669 in HD, and numerous regional cable providers across
the nation. Please check www.awetv.com for boxing updates.

About AWE LIVE BOXING

AWE LIVE Boxing features live world title championship and
elimination bouts showcasing today’s most exciting fighters.
Since the inception of AWE’s live boxing events in 2011, AWE
has  earned  multiple  Boxing  Writers  Association  of  America
nominations for “Fight of the Year” and has featured over
thirty world class boxing events. In 2013, AWE showcased all
live bouts featuring heavyweight David Price. AWE aired live
the stunning upsets of Tony Thompson over David Price, along
with Adonis Stevenson and Tony Bellew cards, who fought each
other for the light Heavyweight championship; 2008 Olympic
Gold Medal winner James DeGale. AWE brought boxing fans two of
the most controversial bouts which saw Ricky Burns keep his
Lightweight title against Ray Beltran. AWE fans have witnessed
the  explosive  power  of  undefeated  heavyweight  Tyson  Fury
multiple times on the network, including Fury’s victory over



Kevin  Johnson.  In  2014,  AWE  televised  the  crowning  of
lightweight champion Terence Crawford with his win over Burns
as well as the exciting rematches between Carl Frampton and
Kiko  Martinez  as  well  as  Tony  Bellew  defeating  Nathan
Cleverly.

About AWE – A Wealth of Entertainment

A Wealth of Entertainment (“AWE”) features a wide range of
lifestyles and entertainment programming from exotic travel
and outrageous homes to live world championship boxing. AWE is
featured on over a hundred cable providers, including AT&T U-
Verse, ch 147 and 1147 in HD and Verizon FiOS TV, ch 169 and
669 in HD. For more information, please visit www.awetv.com.


